


 

Your Knowledge Base 
You may have gotten A’s on all your Sociology projects, but that won’t mean much unless you can talk about them – talk about what 
you know.  What did you learn in college?  Did you learn how new State legislation impacts the welfare system, and then 
schools?  Have you studied what marketing strategies work, and for what businesses?  Do you have the language to describe graphic 
design programs?  These are all examples of knowledge you may have gained in school.  You probably also know some things as a 
result of your family background, as well as from the pursuit of your own interests. 

Organizing your thoughts according to the categories above takes a little time, but it can be very exciting and illuminating as you 
discover what you really have to offer.A very important tip:  always be prepared to give actual behavioral examples of when you 
demonstrated a skill, or an interest (motivation), or a personal characteristic, or when you utilized your knowledge.  For an employer, 
the best predictor of future behavior in the organization is your recent past behavior.  So, know your resume.  Tell the truth about what 
you know your assets to be, and give examples of how those assets have come in handy in the past. 

GETTING TO KNOW YOUR EMPLOYER 



 

Get the Details 
Where the interview is to take place, the phone number in case you get lost, and the exact time the interview will take place.  Plan to 
arrive early. 
 
Dress Appropriately 
You can find good, short articles on how to dress (as well as on other aspects of the interviewing process) in the magazine Planning 
Job Choices, available for free at Pathways.  Dressing for an interview will depend somewhat on the type of job you’re interviewing 
for.  A non-profit agency or a school will have a more relaxed dress code than a business.  For instance, in a corporate environment, a 
suit for men is always appropriate; in a non-profit agency, a tie and jacket (not the same as a suit) will perhaps be more 
appropriate.  Likewise for women, a business interview will require a suit (pants suit or matching blouse, blazer and skirt), whereas an 
interview in a school may just require a well-coordinated combination of clothing that reflects professionalism. 

When in doubt, err on the side of “over-dressing.”  But always, for men: well-



 

Stress Interview 
A confrontational style is used through which the interviewer will attempt to unsettle you. You are purposely placed in a pressure 
situation to see how you respond. The interviewer may begin the interview with “I’d like to begin the Interview by asking you what you 
would like to discuss during the next 30 minutes?”  This style of interview is rare, except in the case of high-pressure sales positions. 

Non-directive Interview 
Some interviewers take a fairly informal a


